Kullaya Kawsom
Chair of the Professional Group & Network 52.
Mrs. Kalaya graduates in the Vocational certificate: Marketing then opened her own small business currently located at the ICT learning centers, Lee District, Lamphun province. Selected goods and products as well as local & green coffee also served in this Community co-working space. This activities gain its success because she and her group work intensively with the ICT Learning Centre / the Digital Economy Center.

By taking advantage of ICT networks to pursue its community development concept. Finally, it looks to develop a product that meets its national channels/markets as well as all kinds of relevant opportunities. ICT can help communities which are integrated as well. The search pattern or fabric paint to improve the product, the better. And sourcing including knowledge of public relations for its clients then affected to a sustainable Vocational groups and community.
The Professional Group & Network 52 learning centers located in the ICT community learning centre, This town is quite remoted because it is the ancient town with its 700++ years old was once the refuge town from war over 700 years ago. With the policy of the Ministry of ICT combined with the vision of the abbot of temple, the and the vision mayor of the municipality. ICT community learning center is located in front of Wat Five Phra That approximately 1.5 km away from the city. With the vision of the former Abbot as well as the Mayor of the municipality joined all resources to create this space to be the informal learning centre for all : open to all students, youths, women’s groups, community members and all for their ICT learning, training, social grouping, etc. The community ICT learning center provided 21 computer sets and a creative break area. One side arranged for the community/local product to be sell as well as to be the PR Center of the community products too. And also being the spot for local information center which benefits tourists.
Mrs. Kalaya works closely with the community ICT centers have developed and continue to make woven mantles. And roasted coffee beans began with the orders coming via e-mail, which is the great community it is. Woven mantles sent for the Lampoon. Cotton and Karen tribe. And applications that use a woven pillows, tablecloths, curtains, etc. woven antique mantles. Fabric Karen is also a very accepted Organic coffee is grown by the New Pa Pa Ka Yor, Doi Pa Pae district where very few people know that the Lee District. Lamphun has their own coffee production.